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Overview

Asset pricing implications that stem from the propagation of shocks

within production networks

Key ingredients

I Representative investor with Epstein-Zin preferences

I Network of heterogeneous firms: i ∈ {1, ..., n}

I Time-invariant structure of inter-firm networks

I Random i.i.d. cash-flow shocks across firms: ε̃i

I Probabilistic propagation of cash-flow shocks through a network

⇒ Aggregate and cross-sectional asset pricing implications
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Epstein-Zin (1989) meet Acemoglu et al. (2015)

Recursive preferences: low-frequency movements

I with the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (IES), φ > 1, time-varying

growth aspects can drive asset prices as in the data: Bansal and Yaron

(2004)

Granular: network as an origins of aggregate fluctuations

I with firm linkages, idiosyncratic shocks may be able to drive aggregate

fluctuations

⇒ Epstein-Zin (1989) + Acemoglu et al. (2015) = Bansal and Yaron (2004)?

⇒ Cross-sectional implications? Any anomallies solved?
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Asset prices

I Pricing kernel

M̃t+1 = [β(e∆c̃t+1)−ρ]
1−γ
1−ρ [R̃a,t+1]

1−γ
1−ρ−1

I if the dynamics of consumption growth follow:

∆c̃t+1 = µ+ xt + σtηt+1

xt+1 = ρxt + φeσtεt+1

I this allows us to hit salient properties of asset prices

I does this model lead to this?
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Production(?) side

An endowment economy: many cash-trees firm i ∈ {1, ..., n}

I each firm i is connected with di number of other firms: time-invariant

I i.i.d. cash-flow shocks ε̃i with probability q

I ε̃i (cash-flow shocks of firm i) transmit to firm j with probabilities p̃ij : iid?

I p̃ij is drawn from a Beta distribution: Beta(ζ1, ζ2): time-variant

I ζ = [ζ1, ζ2]: follows four state Markov process with a transition matrix, Ω

I ζLL = [ζ(1,L), ζ(2,L)], ζLH = [ζ(1,L), ζ(2,H)]

I ζHL = [ζ(1,H), ζ(2,L)], ζHH = [ζ(1,H), ζ(2,H)]

I an aggregate shock
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Towards aggregate consumption growth rate

1. log(
yi,t
Yt−1

) = α0 + α1di − α2
√
nε̃i

2. Yt = Πn
i=1y

1
n
i,t

3. with ∆c̃t+1 = log(Ct+1

Ct
) and x̃t+1 = log(Yt+1

Yt
),

⇒ ∆c̃t+1 = xt+1 = α0 + α1 d︸︷︷︸
degree

−α2

√
n W̃n,t+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

#of affected firms

I W̃n,t+1 is the one that drives growth shock aspects as in LRR models?

I How do W̃n,t+1 behave in this model?
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Recap: shocks

Idiosyncratic shocks

I cash-shocks: ε̃i with probability q

I propensity shocks: p̃i,j drawn from Beta(ζ1, ζ2)

Aggregate shocks

I ζ = [ζ1, ζ2]: a four-state Markov process with Ω

I ζ ∈ {ζLL, ζLH , ζHL, ζHH}

Ω =


0.61 0.16 0.16 0.04

0.16 0.63 0.04 0.17

0.17 0.04 0.63 0.16

0.04 0.16 0.16 0.61
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Aggregate results

Resemblance to the the long run risk model (LRR) of Bansal and Yaron (2004)

I AC(1) of ∆c?

I Higher risk-free rate than BY2004?
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Endogenous propagation mechanism?

Resemblance to the the long run risk model (LRR) of Bansal and Yaron (2004)

Two elements:

1. long-term inter-firm relationships (fixed G?)

2. persistent Markov process for ζ (aggregate shocks)

Comments:

I It would be great to see the power balance between these two?

I How the aggregate results vary with the persistence of ζ?

I Heterogeneous firm models can get persistent effects: µ′ = Γ(µ)
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Granularity?

Granular Hypothesis (Gabaix, 2011): ”idiosyncratic shocks ... translate into

aggregate fluctuations”

Comments:

I [static] p̃i,j transmit idiosyncratic cash shocks, εi

I [dynamic] p̃i,j is iid?

Any role in driving asset prices?
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Cyclicallity?

Aggregate shocks estimated reproduce actual aggregate cycles?
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Final thoughts

New asset pricing implications from inter-firm networks

I a new model with inter-firm networks

I well-designed parametrization using micro-level data on customer-supplier

networks

I refreshing aggregate and cross-section asset pricing implications

Thoughts for future:

I incorporate production?

I introduce state variables that move (slowly) endogenously?

I Estimation of the ρ?

∆c̃t+1 = µ+ xt + σtηt+1

xt+1 = ρxt + φeσtεt+1
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Figure 2
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Figure 5
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Figure 9
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